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Introduction










Advanced satellites (with spotbeams and using adaptive coding and modulation) will not cover
many areas of the developing world for some years..
These notes outline a proven means by which large amounts of Internet content can be
broadcast, at an insignificant cost per student, using current satellites and technology.
The architecture described works with, and is complementary to, all other forms of Internet
connectivity.
The receiver and antenna cost about $150 per school server, and recurring costs can range
from $1 to as low as 25¢ per month, per student.
It can be configured so that local stakeholders can maintain control over their own content.
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The Problem












It is now axiomatic that ICT provides opportunities for enlightened education and development
of the individual.
Without some form of Internet service, low-cost student laptops are nothing more than updated
Apple IIs, and may fail to catalyze a paradigm shift.
There appears to be an assumption by many that deployment of the OLPC XO student laptop
implicitly includes Internet connectivity.
Replacement of printed textbooks and access to information is a key justification for OLPC.
Efforts to provide terrestrial Internet connectivity to remote and developing regions face a
daunting array of problems.
Satellites can circumvent many terrestrial problems, but are prohibitively expensive and
severely bandwidth limited.
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Content


Examples:
−

eBooks

−

Wikipedia

−

Video

−

Software Updates

−

Non-dynamic web content

−

Organized collaborative content

−

Content produced in, and relevant to, the region served



Who selects?



Originates in many places



Spam, adult content, commercial entertainment, and perhaps “viral video” does not need to be
supported.



Copyright laws



Parkinson's law

Sept 5, 2007
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Bandwidth Requirement


Size for a well-designed static web page is now on the order of 60 to 130KBytes,



Now difficult to surf the web using slow V.90 speed dial-up connections.



New multimedia use exacerbates the bandwidth problem.



The paper “Wireless Networking in the Developing World” outlines it as follows:

Application

Sept 5, 2007

BW / User when active

Text messaging / IM

< 1 Kbps

Email
Web browsing

1 to 100 K bps
50 – 100+ Kbps

Streaming audio

96 – 160 Kbps

Voice over IP
Streaming video

24 – 100+ Kbps
64 – 200+ Kbps
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Bandwidth Claims


The speed and quality of Internet service varies greatly between providers and technologies.



Service performance is often misunderstood and misrepresented.



Many Internet service providers make money by selling bandwidth over and over.



Radio based Internet service providers are susceptible to problems of “abuse” because they
have no simple, incremental means to expand the capacity of their infrastructure.



Oversubscription of satellite Internet services is often unrealistically high. (60:1!!)



Providers sometimes express performance using different measures.



Many people don't understand that link speed ≠ subscribed bandwidth or throughput.



The only way to compare Internet service is to create and use a traffic model.

≠
Sept 5, 2007
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Wired:

Terrestrial Infrastructure ?

−

Damage, theft, war

−

High CAPEX

−

DSL is distance-limited

−

V.90 depends on digital channel bank in local CO

−

Slow process of civil construction

−

Optical splicing and field repair

Wireless:
−

GSM wireless is being used as an alternative to wired build-out in many developing
regions. Speed-limited and often usage-based pricing.

−

Licensed high power WiMax services usually operate on expensive auctioned spectrum.
System capacity is inversely proportional to distance.

−

Ad-hoc use of unlicensed low power ISM band WiFi (802.11x) has been demonstrated to
provide an excellent means of implementing moderate speed Internet service in developing
areas. Must be line-of-sight (Often one tree or structure in the Fresnel zone will block it!).

−

Throughput over concatenated links may be unreliable and limited to a few Mbps.

Sept 5, 2007
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Other ?




L Band LEO (100 min orbit), MEO (200 min orbit) satellites:
−

Market target price of airtime for newer systems seems to be on the order of ~$5/MB data
or ~$1/Min for 4Kbps voice. This reflects the high satellite power and low throughput
characteristic of L band systems.

−

The satellite moves, requiring full motion tracking or low gain omni antennas.

Wild Ideas:
−

Aerial repeater (blimp, orbiting airplane, etc.)

−

2 meter Ham

−

Specialized or unproven, satellite technology (Orbcom, CDMA, AlohaNet, etc.)

−

Commercial services for free?

−

Perhaps someday dedicated education and development Ka satellites, but competition for
orbital slots will be a big problem.

Sept 5, 2007
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Geostationary (GEO) Satellites
•

Proven to provide reliable, ubiquitous and immediate coverage.

•

Inherent advantage is point-to-multipoint: ÷N broadcast/multicast economics can't be
beat.

•

Distance independent: can illuminate an entire continent, same cost per receiver
anywhere in footprint.

•

Allows network capacity and services to be dynamically shared across large area.

•

Quick to install and/or upgrade/scale, can be mobile, and good for occasional services.

•

Eliminates costs of delays, overhead, and confusion of dealing with local telcos, widely
varying local infrastructure and regulations, billing, etc.

•

Principal infrastructure is in outer space and at manned, redundant, uplink facility,
meaning high MTBF and low MTTR

Sept 5, 2007
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Satellites Are Expensive






Around $250M to build, insure, and launch. Market price of about $1M/yr to $3M/yr for high
power 36MHz Ku transponder. Cost of a 1Mbps simplex link ranges from about $4K/mo using
partial transponder Single Channel Per Carrier (SCPC) point-to-point with Viterbi, to about
$1.5K/mo., if using full transponder Multiple Carrier Per Channel (MCPC) and latest Adaptive
Coding and Modulation (ACM) with Gallagher FEC.
Sufficient satellite capacity may not be available in all areas
ACM together with powerful spot-beams have greatly improved performance and reduced cost
for two-way services (e.g IPStar), but coverage is probably years (>7) away for many developing
areas.

NSS-8 (Africa) in January.. oops.
(1/3 of the cost is insurance...)

Sept 5, 2007
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Space Segment


Market Price:
−

Sold by the MHz. A Hz usually yields one to two data bits

−

Is a “commodity” with shallow discounts.

−

Ku price varies by power, footprint, market:










Brazil, 52dBW, $3K/MHz
(Sufficient capacity has kept price low)
Africa, 49dBW, $5K/MHz
(Exploding need and scarcity keep price high)
China, India, 49dBW, $2.5K/MHz
(Rain in Asia makes C band preferable for many applications)
Continental US (CONUS), $5K/MHz

Two Cultures:
−

Traditional satellite services try to provide reliable low BER service equivalent to terrestrial
telco

−

Internet architectures and new satellite technologies are much more tolerant and flexible.
They can greatly increase throughput and/or reduce cost:

Sept 5, 2007
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Two-Way: It’s Hard to Do








SCPC point-to-point optimally configured with large (≥ 2.4M) expensive antennas and exotic
8PSK or 16QAM modems. Usually requires 3dB (2X!) power backoff to prevent intermodulation,
not to mention several more dB of power margin for rain because power control is not practical,
and additional power to overcome interference from adjacent satellites.
Access protocol for shared systems (contention of transmitters) is difficult .
2° satellite orbital spacing means satellite operators/owners and regulators (FCC, ITU)
absolutely require trained personnel to install.
Propagation delay causes problems for some protocols

Effective Throughput in Kbps

Throughput vs.... Round Trip Delay with Window Size as a Parameter
window size
2000
in bytes
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0.9
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Direct To Home (DTH) TV systems have catalyzed innovations in transmission technology and
satellite design.
−

−

MCPC utilizing full transponder facilitates:


Run transponder at saturation, no back-off



Means smaller antennas or higher speeds



Simplifies uplink facilities, simplifies receiver components



Co-existence of services



Facilitates opportunistic scavenging (only S)

Signal coding has reached a high level of development




−

Sept 5, 2007

New S2 link layer Constant Coding and Modulation (CCM) mode Low Density Parity
Check (LDPC) FEC yields around 30% improvement.
New S2 Adaptive Coding and Modulation (ACM) yields up to 130% performance
increase in typical two-way systems

New specialized satellites


Spotbeams



Bigger more powerful



Ka
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Typical Link Budget Margins
Adjacent Satellite Interference

Multicarrier Back Off

Adjacent satellite Interference

Downlink
Rain Fade

Uplink
Rain Fade

LNB

Stability

and Noise

6M Transit
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1M Receive

Some S2 Improvements compared to SCPC:
•No transponder 3dB backoff
•No uplink rain margin needed (onboard ALC) ~3 to 6dB
•LDPC/BCH CCM coding gain of up to 3dB (30%) over older DVB-S RS
•Adaptive Coding and Modulation (two-way systems) ~> 4dB (130% typical)
•Lower noise DRO LNBs ~1dB
Jacobson Sat CDN Overview

9M DVB Uplink Facility

(w/2.4M, 1.8M and 1.2M in front)
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Internet services are usually star (hub) based








Single, very large antenna at hub provides powerful transmit, and sensitive receive,
complementing small remote antennas.
Central timing and control for access method.
Hub based standards such as DVB-S2 Return Channel Satellite (DVB-S2-RCS) foster
development of silicon.
Opportunistic Bandwidth Scavenging (NPO): Unused highly variable video bandwidth padding
can be opportunistically scavenged for IP multicast in older DVB-S, T, and ATSC systems. It is
possible to piggy back on these powerful high capacity satellite and terrestrial signals for free!
ETSI 300-421 Reed Solomon Packet
204 Bytes
Reed Solomon
FEC

MPEG TS Packet sent to DVB Modulator
ISO 13818 MPEG Transport Packet
188 Bytes

(0x47e
)

1 1 1

13
bit

2

Packet ID

2

MPE DSM_CC
Section Payload

4

transport_priority

continuity_counter

payload_unit_start_indicator

adaptation_field_control

transport_packet_error_indicator

transport_scrambling_control

ETSI 301-192 MPE Packet
(A DSM_CC MPE "section", no SNAP)

Nx8

32

Note 1

IP Payload

Stuffing (0xFF)

8

New Section or

8

MAC Addr Byte 1

8

MAC Addr Byte 2

8

MAC Addr Byte 3

8

MAC Addr Byte 4

8

last_section_number

2 2 2 1 1

section_number

MAC Addr Byte 5

4 Bytes

reserved = 11

8

addressing_scrambling_control
LLC/SNAP flag
current_next_indicator

8

payload_scrambling_control

12

section_length

table_id

1 1 2

section_syntax_indicator
private_indicator
reserved = 11

8

MAC Addr Byte 6

12 Bytes

IETF RFC 791/793/768 IP/TCP/UDP Packet
IP Header
20 Bytes

TCP Header 20 Bytes
or UDP Header 8 Bytes

Note 1: It is possible to pack up to 3 minimum size IP/TCP sections, or 4 minimum
size IP/UDP sections in one MPEG TS packet, and/or any single section can be up to
4K bytes spanning multiple MPEG TS packets with no additional MPE headers.

CRC-32

Sync_Byt

IP in DVB
188/204
RS MPEG
Frame

IP Data Payload
1500 Bytes Max.

Not to scale

Orion Data Broadcasting System (ODBS) DVB/IP Packet Structure
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Modulation and Encoding Comparison
Back-of-the-envelope satellite CAPEX*:
A big Ku Satellite costs $250M to build and launch
48 transponders of 36MHz (2GHz total)
Life of 15 years, 10 year amortization
75% satellite utilization over life (usage ramp up and asymmetric imbalance)
8%/yr cost of money
So a transponder costs the owner about $110K/mo., and with 1M antennas might support:
~25 Mbps (Viterbi SCPC) unicast per shared transponder (~ $3.6K/Mbps)
~32Mbps (DVB-S RSV) per dedicated transponder (~ $3.4K/Mbps)
~47Mbps (DVB-S2 CCM) multicast per dedicated transponder (~ $2.3K/Mbps)
~85Mbps (DVB-S2 ACM) unicast per dedicated transponder (~ $1.3K/Mbps)
Put another way,
DVB-S full transponder and RS FEC buys about 30% over SCPC with guard bands,
S2's BCH/LDPC FEC buys you another 30% over DVB-S,
and ACM buys you 50% more in closed loop (two-way) systems.
* Cost to satellite operator, does not include OPEX, not market price
Sept 5, 2007
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DVB-S2 ACM Terminals




Return Channel Satellite (DVB-RCS):
−

Standardized two-way system. Multiple vendors, almost interoperable.

−

Price of 2Watt Out Door Unit (ODU) and In Door Unit (IDU) is between $439 and $850.
1.2M antenna (90% of sites typical) and mount is between $160 and $230. Professional
installation is required, and at least $200 (but the overhead and logistics to make it happen
in remote locations is often many times that).

−

Link budgets are typically 1.5dB to 2dB higher than might be necessary

Sat3Play:
−

Excellent example the latest low-cost two-way. Developed by Newtec using a proprietary
mix of DVB-S2 w/ACM, SATMODE and DVB-RCS technology.

−

Bundled with 500mw ODU (iLNB) RF and 75cm antenna, total cost ~319€ ($429). May not
require professional installation.

−

SATMODE technology (~160Kbps) inroute was originally designed for interactive TV and is
not appropriate for heavy or sustained inbound IP traffic

−

Used by SES Astra for its Astra2Connect service

−

NB: SES Astra2Connect service pricing probably assumes (and restricts to) occasional use
by a single individual/home, with a fairly high overbooking ratio. Providing Internet
connectivity for a server and cluster of 30 or more clients per server will almost certainly
require much higher bandwidth.

Sept 5, 2007
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Sat3Play
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SLAs, FAPs, and FUPs

(Service Level Agreements, Fair Access Policies, Fair Use Policies)
Given that radio spectrum is a finite resource, and satellites are so expensive, how can you get
“512Kbps” WildBlue sort of service for $50/mo?








Almost all satellite Internet service providers overbook and implement “traffic shaping,” in effect
blocking or throttling bandwidth hungry services during peak times.
Don't confuse dedicated point-to-point “trunk” bandwidth with shared end-user service.
Contention ratios are usually secret, but common belief is that premium or commercial/business
services are as high as 20:1, and consumer services are up to 60:1, which results in very slow
interactive service during peak hours.
Fair Access Policy (FAP) (New speak!) are being enforced for low cost subscriptions:
(Violating results in severe speed-throttling of your connection for up to a week.
One vendor says not to worry, average Internet use is only 11MB/day! :-)
−

WildBlue “value pak” service $49.95/mo: Customer limited to 7,500MB/month

−

SkySat service $49.95/mo.: Five day graceful speed backoff starting at 100MB/day

−

Satplus “Soho 100” servce: Customer limited to 700MB/day

−

Hughes “Home” service $60/mo.: Customer limited to 200MB/day

−

Starband “Nova Pro” service $49.95/mo: Said to be limited to 100MB/day, 730MB/week

−

Even an IPStar provider in AU: $29.95AU per month with 500MB download per/?

Sept 5, 2007
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Reality




Assuming an ideal 85Mbps ACM DVB-S2 system operating on a high power satellite, into 1M
antennas, ($1.3K/Mbps) space segment cost per student for minimal two-way satellite service is
at least $2/mo* assuming:
−

1 click per min. for an active user, avg. page size of 100KB, =~ 15kbps

−

10:1 oversubscription, (1 in 10 students is engaged in an activity such as browsing, reading
email, or messaging that requires Internet connectivity, the other 9 are not using the
Internet in any way.)

Non-technical problems in deployment (regulatory, vested interest, government, religious, union,
logistics, etc.) are frequently difficult to solve and do not necessarily yield to good will, logic,
and/or perseverance.

*Does not include installation, maintenance, uplink and backbone charges, or
amortization of equipment. Would not support streaming or podcasting, would need to be
a “walled garden”
Sept 5, 2007
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Satellite RO Multicast to the rescue!


















Where possible, interactive Internet service is always preferable.
Very simple, robust, low-power Receive Only (RO) technology. Less susceptible to failure
because of environmental problems such as unstable power, high temperatures, etc.
Complementary to terrestrial Internet service when/where available.
Mass-produced, very low cost, simple, reliable receivers, easy to swap, replace when stolen,
hold as spare, double up for multiple satellites.
Ubiquitous coverage using existing satellites, can be implemented immediately. Unlimited
number of receivers.
Laws exist in many countries prohibiting restrictions by municipal authorities or housing
communes on placement of RO antennas.
Usually no licences (most countries require licenses for any Tx equipment).
IP multicast Content Delivery Networks (CDN) based on RO satellite leverage the point-tomultipoint strength of satellites, and can meet much of the Internet service requirement.
RO and CDNs can off-load traffic from two-way links

Sept 5, 2007
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Space Segment Cost (÷N)

(~50dBW 36MHz Ku transponder, R=3/4, QPSK, w/LDPC FEC, some rain margin, 1M ant)

100000

$ Per Student Per Month

10000
1000

60Mbps full MCPC
10Mbps of MCPC
1Mbps partial
w/backoff

100
10
1
0
0
1

10

100

1000

10000

100000

Students (N)
Sept 5, 2007
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DVB-S2 RO Equipment



Visiosat SMC consumer RO
antenna packaged with LNB

Sept 5, 2007

−
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Technotrend S2 3600
DVB-S2 USB receiver
25

More DVB-S2 Receivers




Pinnacle PCTV Sat HDTV Pro USB 452e About $100 in
OEM quantity without MPEG license and consumer
packaging. STB0899 chipset. Uses about 5W of power,
assuming a modern single Universal LNB.
DVB-S2 chipsets in high volume production include
STMicro STB0899, STV0900 (dual dmod), Broadcom
BCM4500, BCM4501 (dual dmod), and Conexant
CX24116.
Examples of DVB-S2 PCI receiver cards using Conexant and ST Micro chip sets.

Sept 5, 2007
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Remote CDN Server
(in country)

Redundant DVB-S2 Uplink
w/Local & Remote CDN Servers

Internet

GigE Router
Local HA CDN Server(s)
and B/W scheduler

DVB-S2
IP Encapsulator
& Modulator

Remote tunnel w/TCP back pressure
Local tunnel w/TCP back pressure
Secure VPN authoring upload and scheduling
Sept 5, 2007

TWT HPA
w/Up
Converter
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Redundancy
Waveguide
Switch

~6M Antenna
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Umbrella over other connectivity

Up to 80Mbps of content rains down

Iridum

ATSC

WiMax

Wifi Mesh

Sept 5, 2007

Began

LMDS
DOCSIS

Wifi Cantenna

everywhere via $100 USB receivers

GPON
IPStar

RO

DVB-T

DVB-RCS

Jacobson Sat CDN Overview

DSL

GPRS

SCPC

T-1/E-1

V.90

Surfbeam

Orbcomm

Data Mule
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IP Multicast CDN Systems




Reliable transport layer protocol w/file level FEC, together with file transfer, scheduler, and
carousel applications is needed, (A basic form of Content Delivery Network).
−

There are many commercial products.

−

Reliable multicast protocols and standards have been an on-going subject of much
academic research and are now coming to fruition. It is time for an open source CDN.

−

Work has also been done in creating servers that collect and transform pages into static
“best of web” content for distribution via CDN.

Return Channel Optional!
−

Using file level FEC CDN can achieve very high delivery success without a return channel

−

A form of Delay Tolerant Networking (DTN)

−

NACK concentrators add to system efficiency and quality without imposing formal return
channel requirements

−

NACKS and/or requests for specific content could be sent in by low cost high delay means,

Sept 5, 2007
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A “Podcast” Model








The ability to contribute or co-create empowers and involves individuals; this is an important
defense against propaganda, and promotes democratic discourse.
A “walled garden” may be necessary.
An “open” CDN might be built to support delivery of authenticated content pre-packaged by the
source in a manner similar to podcasting today.
In lieu of two-way Internet service, use of roving student laptops & Wifi mesh (Data Mules), or
USB keys, along the lines of DakNet, Wizzy Digital Courier, or SaamiNet might be used for
contribution.

Sept 5, 2007
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Pro forma CDN Traffic Budget
(Partial Transponder ~5MHz)

Assumptions
XO Laptops/Students in Country
Students per school

250000
100
MB/Min
Video Resolution (edutainment): MPEG-4, SD, 1Mbps
7.50
Video Resolution (news): MPEG-4, CIF, 512Kbps
3.84
Video Resolution (podcasts) MPEG-4 QCIF, 128Kbps
0.96
Audio Quality : MP3, mono, 64Kbps
0.48
FEC & ov erhead
Turns of carousel
Space Segment $ per MHz /mo.
Bits per Hz
Simulatinous languages “ML”

20%
2.5
5000
1.5
5

Daily Traffic
eBookmobile
1000 hy pertext eBooks of 10MB
1000 eReports of 1MB
1000 plain text eBooks of 100K

MB/Day

News
Local News MPEG-4, 20mn
BBC MPEG-4, 30mn
M6 MPEG-4, 20mn
Arabic News, MPEG-4, 20mn
Asia News, MPEG-4, 20mn
UN News MP3 English 30mn
UN News MP3 Spanish
UN News MP3 French
UN News MP3 Local Language
Local Paper pdf
NYT pdf
LeMonde pdf
Asia Paper pdf
Arabic Paper pdf

Sept 5, 2007

10000
1000
100

77
115
77
77
77
14
14
14
14
10
10
10
10
10

Weather – ML
MPEG-4, 5mn, on the hour

463

Edutainment – ML
Science Show, MPEG-4, 1hr
History Show, MPEG-4, 1hr
EduQuiz Show, MPEG-4, 30mn
Art/Music Show, MPEG-4, 1hr
Book Rev iew Show MPEG-4, 1hr
Story Time, MP3, 30mn.
Chapter a Day , MP3, 1hr

594
594
297
594
536
72
144

Software Distribution & Updates
Sy stem
Applications

10
10

Housekeeping
Activ ation messages
Clean up messages
Retransmissions

0.10
0.10
0.10

Wikipedia updates
2000 ea. 3K articles per day
Rolling Ref resh (once per month all 5GB)

6
167

Best of Web
Selection of popular content (Google Trends?)

1000

Video Podcasts
1000 Indiv idually requested, 15min ea.
100 Best Video Podcasts, 15mins ea.

7200
1440

Audio Podcasts
1000 Indiv idually requested, 30min ea.
100 Best Audio Podcasts, 30min ea.

7200
1440

Jacobson Sat CDN Overview

Interactive Multilingual Courseware
Biology
Phy sics & Chemistry
Math
Literature
History
Music

200
200
200
200
200
200

Professional & Community Training – ML
Agriculture MPEG-4, 45mn
Journalism MPEG-4, 45mn
Technology MPEG-4, 45mn
Health MPEG-4, 45mn
Teaching MPEG-4, 45mn

281
281
281
281
281

Bandwidth Needed
Total MB/Day
Mbps to deliv er in 24Hrs
Mbps w/FEC ov erhead
Mbps w/carousel
MHz needed

$ Per Student Per Month
Space Segment
Uplink CAPEX 5yr @ .02/mo
3 FTE & 10% Maint OPEX
USB Receivers & Ant 5yr @ .02/mo
TOTAL

34598
3.20
3.84
9.61
6.41

0.1281
0.0160
0.0667
0.0200
0.2308

NB: This is a back-of-the-envelope pro
forma budget, and is included to suggest
the kind of traffic and bandwidth involved.
The actual computation is beyond the
scope of this discussion and will be more
complex, involving MTU size, fragments,
scalable video (SVC), packet loss,
multicast grouping, ACK/NACK gains, etc.
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CDN Can Leverage Any Media


CDN is a form of DTN, so almost any available link can be used:
−

Dedicated satellite

−

Opportunistic coexistence with two-way satellite

−

Opportunistic coexistence on DTH TV satellite

−

Opportunistic coexistence with terrestrial UHF DTV

−

Easy to repeat on to WiFi, WiMax, DTV, LMDS, ...

Sept 5, 2007
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Multiple Uplinks, Partial Transponder

~2 to ~10 Mbps DVB-S2

OLPC Uplink
& CDN Server
facility
Frequency
agile or dual
receivers

Internet

In Country
CDN Server

Country A

Sept 5, 2007
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In Country
CDN Server

Country B

Full Transponder w/VPN Backhaul
~80Mbps DVB-S2
(No backoff, ALC=on)

OLPC Uplink
& CDN Server
facility
Country B
In Country
CDN Server

In Country
CDN Server

Internet
Country A
VPN Tunnels
w/backpressure
Sept 5, 2007

Internet

Internet
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Opportunistic Scavenging on DTH Service
DTH Broadcaster's
Uplink Facility

~1 to 10 Mbps scavenged from ~40Mbps
DVB-S DTH TV services depending
on time of day and program content

MPEG-2 Video
Encoders
DVB
Mux
Opportunistic
Scavenger

Country B
OLPC CDN
Server

Internet

In Country
CDN Server

In Country
CDN Server

Country A
VPN Tunnels
w/backpressure
Sept 5, 2007

Internet

Internet
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Relay





Since CDN protocols are a form of Delay Tolerant Networking, transmissions can be repeated
over different media such as Wifi, WiMax, DVB-T
There may be unused bandwidth of several Mbps on DTV UHF systems

Sept 5, 2007
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EUMetsat: IP Multicast Satellite CDN Example

•
•
•
•
•

Sept 5, 2007

Nice example of how IP multicast CDN can be repeated over concatenated links
Receivers are user configured PCs using a variety of DVB-S PCI cards
Uses commercial Tellitec Tellicast IP multicast CDN software
Excellent installation handBook TD-15 (prototype of what could be done for OLPC)
See http://www.eumetsat.int/Home/Main/What_We_Do/EUMETCast/index.htm?l=en
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A Low-Power School Server




Two-way satellite Internet terminals use lots of power; an RO receiver does not.
An XO laptop, 2.5in USB disk, and a carefully configured USB satellite RO receiver requires
<10 watts total.



With care, it should be possible to get a USB DVB receiver down to ~4W power consumption.



A server power controller would cost <$40 in volume.





Using a “Sun rating” of of 4.5Hrs (Brazil) and a managed power requirement of 200WHrs/day
suggests one would need a 50W solar panel. (~$200 @ $4/W). It could be augmented with a
wind turbine similar to the 65W Rutland 503 for rainy conditions.
Besides normal power management such as display shutdown and disk drive spin down (2.5 in
drives consume 0.6W idling, and 0.2W standby), the XO could suspend the satellite receiver
when no content is scheduled.

Complete 80Mbps DVB-S2 Receiver
Dual receiver ref design
Expensive DVB-RCS Solar
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Student XO

Related Issues


Video Encoding:

Support for future use of MPEG-4 Scalable Video Coding (SVC) extension to AVC (H.264, Part 10,
etc.) should be evaluated. SVC has several significant advantages over other video encoding
standards including:








“Bit-streams for a reduced spatial and/or temporal resolution are simply obtained by
discarding NAL units (or network packets) from a global SVC bit-stream that are not
required for decoding the target resolution.”
Many different resolutions are available with no additional disk space requirement; not only
the basic SD and HD, but, for example, CIF and QCIF for a wide variety of targets (laptops,
pods, phones, etc.). A design goal of SVC was to support multiple resolutions from 44x38
to 3610 x 1536!
One can downgrade/age resolution on disk by simply deleting the relevant disk blocks
(NAL units), important for slower CPUs such as an XO based school server.

Security:


Satellite signals can be easily monitored. Security is a two edged sword,



Proposals and prototypes of several open inter-operable DRM systems exist today



DRM provides a means of implementing limits demanded by some nations and cultures to
respect differing mores and/or national data privacy laws
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Conclusion






Satellites are practically the only means of providing Internet service to many remote and
developing areas in the immediate future; but satellites can't really provide interactive Internet
bandwidth equivalent to DSL at a reasonable cost. Two-way terminals may be costly to power in
locations without electric service.
Leveraging the fundamental point-to-multipoint strength of satellites can deliver many of the
benefits of two-way Internet service at a fraction of the cost. It is complementary to two-way
services when/where available, is a well developed technology that can be deployed
ubiquitously and immediately, and can be solar powered at a reasonable cost, if necessary.
OLPC should consider orchestrating the rapid development and testing of an open source DVBS2 satellite based CDN service, and should provide and require it as part of all OLPC XO
deployments; OLPC should depend on this as the principal means to deliver software updates,
eBooks, and multimedia clips to OLPC school servers in the field.
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Newspad
“Floyd sometimes wondered if the Newspad, and the fantastic technology behind
it, was the last word in man's quest for perfect communications. Here he was, far
out in space, speeding away from Earth at thousands of miles an hour, yet in a
few milliseconds he could see the headlines of any newspaper he pleased. (That
very word "newspaper," of course, was an anachronistic hangover into the age of
electronics.) The text was updated automatically on every hour; even if one read
only the English versions, one could spend an entire lifetime doing nothing but
absorbing the ever-changing flow of information from the news satellites.”
From 2001: A Space Odyssey
by Aruthr C. Clark
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Contact / Follow up
For the next version of this design study, I am particularly interested in
issues of security (open DRM), the need for low-power consumption,
and the need to support peer-based learning. Skype or email me
anytime with your comments!
New versions at:
http://www.tcjnet.com/xosat.html

Thanks!

Thomas C. Jacobson
T.C. Jacobson & Associates
www.tcjnet.com
thomas@tcjnet.com
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US Cell: +1 858 353 6515
US Tel: +1 715 376 4332
FR Cell: +33 6 10 97 54 77
FR Tel: +33 2 98 80 18 94
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Ubiquitous Content Overlay by Satellite
Overview

Thomas Jacobson
www.tcjnet.com
Sept 5, 2007
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Introduction










Advanced satellites (with spotbeams and using adaptive coding and modulation) will not cover
many areas of the developing world for some years..
These notes outline a proven means by which large amounts of Internet content can be
broadcast, at an insignificant cost per student, using current satellites and technology.
The architecture described works with, and is complementary to, all other forms of Internet
connectivity.
The receiver and antenna cost about $150 per school server, and recurring costs can range
from $1 to as low as 25¢ per month, per student.
It can be configured so that local stakeholders can maintain control over their own content.
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ACM is a revolution in two-way Internet satellite services. New service offerings such as WildBlue, Astra2Connect, and IPStar,
based on these technologies, are the first to have a chance at providing viable low-cost Internet services by satellite. Some of
them are not well-suited to content delivery.
Internet content can include material such as eBooks, Wikipedia cache updates, software updates, and packaged multimedia.
Supports services that are not possible or practical on other types of Internet service infrastructure, and can be powered with
low cost solar or wind, if necessary.
It can also can provide separate and direct channel(s) for extra-national content and centralized technical support.

The Problem












It is now axiomatic that ICT provides opportunities for enlightened education and development
of the individual.
Without some form of Internet service, low-cost student laptops are nothing more than updated
Apple IIs, and may fail to catalyze a paradigm shift.
There appears to be an assumption by many that deployment of the OLPC XO student laptop
implicitly includes Internet connectivity.
Replacement of printed textbooks and access to information is a key justification for OLPC.
Efforts to provide terrestrial Internet connectivity to remote and developing regions face a
daunting array of problems.
Satellites can circumvent many terrestrial problems, but are prohibitively expensive and
severely bandwidth limited.
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Clark's Newspad and Kay's Dynabook were predicated on the availability of access to a global information system. Internet
access for education and development has been a central topic of conferences addressing the “Digital Divide” such as the
recent World Conference on Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) for Capacity-Building.
Although CDs or Data Mules could be used to distribute this content, Internet service has many advantages.
Experience has shown a daunting array of technical, organizational, logistical, cultural, economic, and regulatory problems; so
deployment often proceeds at a glacial pace.
Unfortunately, recently developed viable Ka and Ku spot beam-based satellite Internet services will not be available in
developing regions until the launch of advanced satellites, years from now.
A notable exception are satellite-based IP multicast Content Delivery Networks (CDN), that leverage the ÷N (total receivers)
economics of broadcast. Such networks can be implemented immediately and ubiquitously using current satellites. These are
complementary to two-way Internet service when/where available, and can be provided at a cost per student that approaches
zero.

Content
Examples:



−

eBooks

−

Wikipedia

−

Video

−

Software Updates

−

Non-dynamic web content

−

Organized collaborative content

−

Content produced in, and relevant to, the region served



Who selects?



Originates in many places
Spam, adult content, commercial entertainment, and perhaps “viral video” does not need to be
supported.





Copyright laws



Parkinson's law
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Content such as:


Multimedia hypertext eBooks (eBookmobile)



Wikipedia updates, keeping local cached copies of Wikipedia a living and relevant resource.











Video “casts” containing courseware, weekly reader type news, and edutainment. Not only formal pedantic
courseware and how-tos, but basic health programs produced by the Mayo Clinic, Radio and TV News produced by
the UN News Service, BBC news, legislative and scientific conferences and debates, science and history
programs such as Nova, etc.
Updates for broken, improved, or exploited software.
Non-dynamic web content (images, static news paper pages, etc.) to local web caches. (“Best of web” walled
garden content).
Organized collaborative casts for teacher training and student outreach from regional forums such as UNESCO
regional training centers.
Multi-cultural content including music, theater, and art such as content produced in and relevant to the region
served.

Larger issues not discussed:


Content creation , Pedagogic methodology, Funding

It is assumed that:




There will be a need to guarantee that content will not be interfered with by others who have different beliefs or
agendas from that of the home country.
Copyright laws will have to be complied with, except for specialized cases that have been adjudicated, such as “fair
use”.

Bandwidth Requirement


Size for a well-designed static web page is now on the order of 60 to 130KBytes,



Now difficult to surf the web using slow V.90 speed dial-up connections.



New multimedia use exacerbates the bandwidth problem.



The paper “Wireless Networking in the Developing World” outlines it as follows:

Application
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BW / User when active

Text messaging / IM

< 1 Kbps

Email

1 to 100 K bps

Web browsing

50 – 100+ Kbps

Streaming audio

96 – 160 Kbps

Voice over IP
Streaming video

24 – 100+ Kbps
64 – 200+ Kbps
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A static web page typically contains several JPEG graphics of ~30KB each, text and a style sheet.
Bandwidth consumption for early dial-up Internet services averaged about
2Kbps
per active
(From
Wireless(~25Kbps
Networking inpeak)
the Developing
World) user
(V.90 dial-up port). In the late 1990s, with the advent of faster connections such as ISDN, that rose to around
8Kbps (~80Kbps peak), and most recently DSL capacity planners seem to be using about 15Kbps (~256Kbps
peak) for normal search and surf. (Triple Play VOIP/IPTV services are beyond this discussion)
Web pages often include large graphics, flash movies, and advertising pop-ups.
Typical audio podcasts are a few MB, but even a short video podcast can be 10s of MB, and podcasts of over
100MB are not uncommon. Effective streaming of QCIF size video needs at least 50Kbps, and SD video, at an
acceptable frame rate, needs capacity on the order of 1Mbps.
Note: “Wireless Networking in the Developing World” by Rob Flickenger, et al., see http://wndw.net/

Bandwidth Claims


The speed and quality of Internet service varies greatly between providers and technologies.



Service performance is often misunderstood and misrepresented.



Many Internet service providers make money by selling bandwidth over and over.



Radio based Internet service providers are susceptible to problems of “abuse” because they
have no simple, incremental means to expand the capacity of their infrastructure.



Oversubscription of satellite Internet services is often unrealistically high. (60:1!!)



Providers sometimes express performance using different measures.



Many people don't understand that link speed ≠ subscribed bandwidth or throughput.



The only way to compare Internet service is to create and use a traffic model.

≠
Sept 5, 2007
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ISPs make convenient and subjective assumptions about average bandwidth use.
ISPs hope that individual use will be staggered, occasional, and light. Subscribers who engage in bandwidth-intensive activities
such as continuous large downloads, peer-to-peer file sharing, or address overloading for resale, are usually deemed an
abusive and undesirable (unprofitable) customer.
Satellite, WiMax, Wifi, DVB-T, ATSC data, GPRS, LMDS, etc. are susceptible to problems of “abuse”. To defend their viability,
service providers often impose a “walled garden” of traffic shaping, proxies, caching, and blocked ports to enforce a Fair Use
Policy (FUP) and to compensate for certain characteristics of the radio channel (propagation delay, error rate, etc.).
Compression, caching, TCP window optimization, advanced access methods, traffic shaping, etc. can claim performance
increases that must be carefully analyzed and compared. (You can't really further compress a ZIP archive, JPEG file, or
MPEG-4 movie, for example.)
Oversubscription of satellite Internet services (overbooking, blocking ratio, contention ratio, the ratio of active users to total
subscribers) can be between 20:1 (professional) and 60:1 (consumer). ISPs of this sort carefully manage bandwidth to keep
the customer “churn” reasonable. While peak rates occasionally burst up to several hundred Kbps, in general satellite ISPs
provide just enough bandwidth to keep the average service slightly better then dial-up V.90, and write-off customers who are
unsatisfied. When systems are new, customers get excellent results, but by the time they are fully subscribed, customers are
usually disappointed.
Bent-pipe satellite transponders can be measured in terms of power and RF bandwidth, or bits per second of throughput,
which is highly dependent on link budget parameters such as mode of transponder operation, modulation, signal coding, and
forward error correction (FEC).





Wired:

Terrestrial Infrastructure ?

−

Damage, theft, war

−

High CAPEX

−

DSL is distance-limited

−

V.90 depends on digital channel bank in local CO

−

Slow process of civil construction

−

Optical splicing and field repair

Wireless:
−

GSM wireless is being used as an alternative to wired build-out in many developing
regions. Speed-limited and often usage-based pricing.

−

Licensed high power WiMax services usually operate on expensive auctioned spectrum.
System capacity is inversely proportional to distance.

−

Ad-hoc use of unlicensed low power ISM band WiFi (802.11x) has been demonstrated to
provide an excellent means of implementing moderate speed Internet service in developing
areas. Must be line-of-sight (Often one tree or structure in the Fresnel zone will block it!).

−

Throughput over concatenated links may be unreliable and limited to a few Mbps.
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DSL Not well suited to low population density areas. Few fiber or “span” carrier systems in place to support DSLAM/ESLAM
backhaul in developing regions.
Civil construction involves right-of-ways, excavation or installation of overhead support. Expertise, equipment, and disposition
for optical splicing and field repair (necessary for many newer infrastructures) in developing regions may not exist.
No doubt in the future (>5yrs), projects such as EASSy (The East African Submarine Cable System), SEACOM, etc. will bring
low cost high speed Internet bandwidth to the developing world, and probably trigger the deployment of DSL and GPON
infrastructure in metropolitan areas, and commercial WiMax like services in thinly populated areas.
Wireless is speed limited and often usage based pricing. GSM ~ 9.6Kbps, GPRS (GSM 2.5) ~32Kbps. Ubiquitous deployment
of faster 3GSM UMTS/HSDPA systems is years away. Not well suited for multicast (DVB-H and MediaFlo notwithstanding)
28GHz LMDS systems are promising for last mile IP multicast, but not widely deployed.
Many admirable and innovative efforts to adapt WiFi technology and train local groups exist, such as IT46, green-wifi,
“Wireless Networking in the Developing World” eBook, TIER WiLDNet, etc., not to mention domestic groups such as Seattle
Wireless, GBPPR, Bay Area Wireless, etc. and excellent amateur work on antennas, node hardware design, software such as
openWRT, OLSR, or how-tos such as the “Building Wireless Community Networks” book. Requires a certain degree
knowledge and craftsmanship to deploy successfully. Intended for local areas of less than one mile and is power limited by
FCC Part 15.247 in USA and ETS 300-328 in EU. Redundant paths using WiLDNet or other specialized methods such as
OLSR mesh may be needed. May be too precious to use for CDN services, but might provide low bandwidth inroute for content
requests and sending NACKs as part of a CDN. Transceivers mounted at the focus of small parabolic reflectors well above
obstructions can reach to the horizon, but pole mounted equipment is susceptible to lightning and wind.

Other ?




L Band LEO (100 min orbit), MEO (200 min orbit) satellites:
−

Market target price of airtime for newer systems seems to be on the order of ~$5/MB data
or ~$1/Min for 4Kbps voice. This reflects the high satellite power and low throughput
characteristic of L band systems.

−

The satellite moves, requiring full motion tracking or low gain omni antennas.

Wild Ideas:
−

Aerial repeater (blimp, orbiting airplane, etc.)

−

2 meter Ham

−

Specialized or unproven, satellite technology (Orbcom, CDMA, AlohaNet, etc.)

−

Commercial services for free?

−

Perhaps someday dedicated education and development Ka satellites, but competition for
orbital slots will be a big problem.
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L Band Examples:


Theraya GEO, SGPRS GMPRS (148Kbps)



Iridum LEO (on-board processing, hardwired to ~ 9.6Kbps, truly global)



Globalstar LEO (bent pipe, proprietary & could evolve, lands in region & so requires back haul, no coverage in
some areas, ~ 19.2Kbps, complex alliance with regional Telcos)



Inmarsat BGAN (IP data 144Kbps up to 492Kbs, new)



Inmarsat C (600bps, mature, reliable, slow, store & forward, priced per 256bit packet at ~< $0.25 each.)



Worldspace Datacasting service (128Kbps, intended for MP3 audio)



S-UMTS (adaptation of UMTS 3GSM cell phone technology, 384Kbps typical, future)

Also:


Specialized cell, such as CDMA450



28GHz LMDS systems such as station keeping aerial repeater (blimp, orbiting airplane, etc.)



Proprietary last mile systems such as Hughes AIReach





Institutional stock holders will probably prevent well-meaning management and boards from giving away the kind of
CAPEX needed, even if its for a good cause. In certain cases governments might provide incentives however.
Perhaps someday dedicated education and development Ka satellites will be funded and launched but: Commercial
operators will not altruistically surrender orbital slots already granted by ITU and national authorities, It takes years to plan,
build, and launch a satellite, You need several of them to cover all regions, and Best chanceWifi device hung by its dipole
below balloon tethered by USB or Enet cable above the trees would be to partner with a commercial or national operator
and buy “pre-launch” to EOL share.

Geostationary (GEO) Satellites
•

Proven to provide reliable, ubiquitous and immediate coverage.

•

Inherent advantage is point-to-multipoint: ÷N broadcast/multicast economics can't be
beat.

•

Distance independent: can illuminate an entire continent, same cost per receiver
anywhere in footprint.

•

Allows network capacity and services to be dynamically shared across large area.

•

Quick to install and/or upgrade/scale, can be mobile, and good for occasional services.

•

Eliminates costs of delays, overhead, and confusion of dealing with local telcos, widely
varying local infrastructure and regulations, billing, etc.

•

Principal infrastructure is in outer space and at manned, redundant, uplink facility,
meaning high MTBF and low MTTR
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Short lifetime of satellite (<15 years) combined with the need to recover capital quickly means business models are usually
short-sighted
Single point of failure risk
Possibly subject to regulation of owner/operator by uplink country or jamming during times of war.
C Band:
Down: 3.7 - 4.2 GHz
Up: 5.925 - 6.425 Ghz
Ku Band:
Down: 10.95 - 12.75 GHz
Up: 14 - 14.5 Ghz
Ka Band:
Down: 18.2-21.2 GHz
Up: 27.5-31 Ghz

Satellites Are Expensive






Around $250M to build, insure, and launch. Market price of about $1M/yr to $3M/yr for high
power 36MHz Ku transponder. Cost of a 1Mbps simplex link ranges from about $4K/mo using
partial transponder Single Channel Per Carrier (SCPC) point-to-point with Viterbi, to about
$1.5K/mo., if using full transponder Multiple Carrier Per Channel (MCPC) and latest Adaptive
Coding and Modulation (ACM) with Gallagher FEC.
Sufficient satellite capacity may not be available in all areas
ACM together with powerful spot-beams have greatly improved performance and reduced cost
for two-way services (e.g IPStar), but coverage is probably years (>7) away for many developing
areas.

NSS-8 (Africa) in January.. oops.
(1/3 of the cost is insurance...)
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A $250M GEO satellite typically has with some 24 to 48 transponders @36MHz and a 10 to 15 year life. It usually takes years
to fill to capacity. Space segment price dependent on power, satellite features, footprint, orbital position, frequency and intensity
of rain in footprint, availability of competing services, etc.
Note that it takes several years to plan, build, and launch a communications satellite. (NSS-8, intended for Africa, suffered a
launch failure in January with major implications for price and availability of space segment over Africa)
New Ka band satellites have large numbers of wide band transponders (up to 48ea. 500MHz) feeding many spot beams and
achieving up to 17:1 frequency reuse, and can yield some 10 to 40 Gbps throughput per satellite depending on transmission
methods. These are being launched in the next few years for developed markets such as CONUS and Europe. However,
WildBlue excepted, they are being used for high value HDTV services, and not Internet. Ka coverage is probably years (>7)
away for most developing areas.
It is worth mentioning the exceptional $350M IPStar satellite which is equipped with 87 Ku transponders and 112 carefully
designed spot beams serving Asia, AU and NZ. Together with advanced signal coding, FEC and modulation (not unique to
IPStar), the IPStar system is advertised to have throughputs up to 45Gbps (25Gbps down, and 20Gbps up?).

Space Segment


Market Price:
−

Sold by the MHz. A Hz usually yields one to two data bits

−

Is a “commodity” with shallow discounts.

−

Ku price varies by power, footprint, market:










Brazil, 52dBW, $3K/MHz
(Sufficient capacity has kept price low)
Africa, 49dBW, $5K/MHz
(Exploding need and scarcity keep price high)
China, India, 49dBW, $2.5K/MHz
(Rain in Asia makes C band preferable for many applications)
Continental US (CONUS), $5K/MHz

Two Cultures:
−

Traditional satellite services try to provide reliable low BER service equivalent to terrestrial
telco

−

Internet architectures and new satellite technologies are much more tolerant and flexible.
They can greatly increase throughput and/or reduce cost:
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Link Budget Parameters include satellite power (EIRP), location of terminals, rain zone, data rate, signal to noise ratio(s),
antenna size.
Discount possibilities:
Long term contract ~10%



Full transponder (36MHz) ~10%



End of Life (EOL) and pre-launch contracts



Prices go up for “protected” service (guarantee that capacity will be available if sat failure)



Openings for price negotiation: pre-emptable service, using idle SNG time, nighttime, near end of life transponders w/reduced
power, unsaleable footprint, initial month free to debug and ramp up, nonlinear back loaded price, not to mention opportunistic
scavenging.
Not counting overhead and profit, 1Mbps simplex SCPC service costs around $4K/mo. assuming typical modems and
moderately large antennas. In some cases use of C band, advanced coding and modulation, or certain satellites, can drive this
cost down by ~½.
Don't confuse dedicated point-to-point “trunk” bandwidth with shared end user service. Prices quoted for “satellite Internet
service” are often based on sharing bandwidth in some way. An early design goal of the IPStar system was to reduce this cost
to $1K/Mbps

Two-Way: It’s Hard to Do








SCPC point-to-point optimally configured with large (≥ 2.4M) expensive antennas and exotic
8PSK or 16QAM modems. Usually requires 3dB (2X!) power backoff to prevent intermodulation,
not to mention several more dB of power margin for rain because power control is not practical,
and additional power to overcome interference from adjacent satellites.
Access protocol for shared systems (contention of transmitters) is difficult .
2° satellite orbital spacing means satellite operators/owners and regulators (FCC, ITU)
absolutely require trained personnel to install.
Propagation delay causes problems for some protocols

Effective Throughput in Kbps

Throughput vs.... Round Trip Delay with Window Size as a Parameter
window size
2000
in bytes
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0.9
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High propagation delay and fickle nature of satellite radio channel during rain.
Propagation delay of some 240ms each way, and TDMA queuing delay causes problems for some
protocols such as VPN, VOIP, and SQL, not to mention TCP window size and slow start issues.
Current SD and new HD Direct To Home (DTH) systems, as well as newer satellite Internet services
including WildBlue, Astra2Connect, and IPStar leverage recent innovations in transmission technology
and satellite design to greatly improve throughput and/or capacity.










Multiple Channel Per Carrier (MCPC) utilizing full transponder with no 3dB intermodulation power backoff or guard
bands between carriers, yields some 2X performance improvement, not to mention the advantages of MPEG video
compression.
Signal coding has reached a high level of development in the last few years, and is within 1dB of theoretical
maximum. New Forward Error Correction (FEC) coding techniques yield significant improvements in robustness
and speed. For example DVB-S2's LDPC/BCH FEC scheme yields some 30% performance increase compared to
older Viterbi/Reed-Solomon. IPSTAR's proprietary Turbo Product Code (TPC) FEC yields similar gains.
Frame-by-frame (site-by-site) Adaptive Coding and Modulation (ACM) is realized in DVB-S2 based systems such
as Newtec Sat3Play, standard DVB-S2 RCS by many vendors, and Hughes IPoS. Similar but proprietary ACM is a
key part of Viasat SurfBeam S-DOCSIS based systems and the proprietary IPSTAR system. In two-way closed
loop configurations ACM can allow near “clear sky” link budgets yielding 2X to 4X performance increase!
Spotbeams improving power and frequency reuse
Bigger more powerful satellites, wider transponder bandwidth, better on-board power and transponder
management, and use of Ka band, are also key factors in newer systems.



Direct To Home (DTH) TV systems have catalyzed innovations in transmission technology and
satellite design.
−

−

MCPC utilizing full transponder facilitates:


Run transponder at saturation, no back-off



Means smaller antennas or higher speeds



Simplifies uplink facilities, simplifies receiver components



Co-existence of services



Facilitates opportunistic scavenging (only S)

Signal coding has reached a high level of development




−
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New S2 link layer Constant Coding and Modulation (CCM) mode Low Density Parity
Check (LDPC) FEC yields around 30% improvement.
New S2 Adaptive Coding and Modulation (ACM) yields up to 130% performance
increase in typical two-way systems

New specialized satellites


Spotbeams



Bigger more powerful



Ka
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DVB:












DVB-S2 is ETSI standard EN 302 307
Use of on-board Automatic Level Control (ALC) which can eliminate need for Uplink Power Control (UPC) and/or
uplink rain fade power margin.
Allows the use of “silicon” tuners and high performance DRO LNBs (above ~5Mhz).
Leverages development investment and economies of scale of DTH TV industry (low cost LNBs and antennas, low
cost tuner and demodulator chips, high power satellites, training and test equipment, etc.)
Standard multiplexing, modulation, and cryptographic algorithms such as DVB “Common Scrambling” are widely
accepted by national regulatory agencies and reduces/eliminates need for country-by-country homologation and
licensing.
MCPC “TDM” carrier allows co-existence of services and facilitates opportunistic scavenging of unused bandwidth
(such as MPEG-2 padding in DVB-S) or nighttime use of idling DTH bandwidth.

Typical Link Budget Margins
Adjacent Satellite Interference

Multicarrier Back Off

Adjacent satellite Interference

Downlink
Rain Fade

Uplink
Rain Fade

LNB

Stability

and Noise

6M Transit
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1M Receive

Some S2 Improvements compared to SCPC:
•No transponder 3dB backoff
•No uplink rain margin needed (onboard ALC) ~3 to 6dB
•LDPC/BCH CCM coding gain of up to 3dB (30%) over older DVB-S RS
•Adaptive Coding and Modulation (two-way systems) ~> 4dB (130% typical)
•Lower noise DRO LNBs ~1dB
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9M DVB Uplink Facility

(w/2.4M, 1.8M and 1.2M in front)
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Access methods:
Early ARPANet experiments Satnet PODA
Loral/Orion FR system, but still had central controller
CDMA
Most access methods need central timing and control, such as TDMA (and Multi Frequency TDMA), Slotted Aloha, managed
SCPC (Demand Assigned Multiple Access, DAMA), simple polling, etc. Many hub based proprietary methods have been
developed such as iDirect, Cienna (Aloha), ViaSat Surfbeam S-DOCSIS, Hughes PES & IPoS, Gilat, Tachyon, Newtec
(Sat3Play), Thiacom IPStar, etc. Standards such as DVB-S2 Return Channel Satellite (RCS) are hub based and foster
development of silicon, and competitive relatively interoperable product offerings from companies such as NERA, EMS,
Newtec, Viasat, Advantech, NDSatcom...

Internet services are usually star (hub) based








Single, very large antenna at hub provides powerful transmit, and sensitive receive,
complementing small remote antennas.
Central timing and control for access method.
Hub based standards such as DVB-S2 Return Channel Satellite (DVB-S2-RCS) foster
development of silicon.
Opportunistic Bandwidth Scavenging (NPO): Unused highly variable video bandwidth padding
can be opportunistically scavenged for IP multicast in older DVB-S, T, and ATSC systems. It is
possible to piggy back on these powerful high capacity satellite and terrestrial signals for free!
ETSI 300-421 Reed Solomon Packet
204 Bytes
Reed Solo mon
FEC

MPEG TS Packet sent to DVB Modulator

ISO 13818 MPEG Transport Packet
188 Bytes

)

1 1 1

13
bit

2

Packet ID

2

MPE DSM_CC
Section Payload

4

transport_priority

continuity_counter

payload_unit_start_indicator

adaptation_field_control

transport_packet_error_indicator

transport_scrambling_control

ETSI 301-192 MPE Packet
(A DSM_CC MPE "section", no SNAP)

IP Payload

Nx8

32

Note 1

8

Stuffing (0xFF)

8

New Section or

8

MAC Addr Byte 1

8

MAC Addr Byte 2

section_number

8

MAC Addr Byte 3

8

MAC Addr Byte 4

2 2 2 1 1

last_section_number

MAC Addr Byte 5

4 Bytes

reserved = 11

8

addressing_scrambling_control
LLC/SNAP flag
current_next_indicator

8

payload_scrambling_control

12

section_length

table_id

1 1 2

section_syntax_indicator
private_indicator
reserved = 11

8

MAC Addr Byte 6

12 Bytes

CRC-32

Sync_Byt
(0x47e

IETF RFC 791/793/768 IP/TCP/UDP Packet
IP Header
20 Bytes

TCP Header 20 Bytes
or UDP Header 8 Bytes

Note 1: It is possible to pack up to 3 minimum size IP/TCP sections, or 4 minimum
size IP/UDP sections in one MPEG TS packet, and/or any single section can be up to
4K bytes spanning multiple MPEG TS packets with no additional MPE headers.

IP in DVB
188/204
RS MPEG
Frame

IP Data Payload
1500 Bytes Max.

Not to scale

Orion Data Broadcasting System (ODBS) DVB/IP Packet Structure
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Two methods are currently used to transmit IP in the DVB transport multiplex, both based on 188/204 byte MPEG-2 TS packet
(originally designed for Reed Solomon FEC):


Multi-Protocol Encapsulation (MPE) (ETSI 301-192)



Unidirectional Lightweight Encapsulation (ULE) (RFC-4326)

There is a new Generic DVB-S2 Stream encapsulation in development (GULE):


RFC in development see: draft-fairhurst-ipdvb-s2-gule-04.txt



Does away with the ATM like inefficiency and ugliness



Probably works well with MPEG-4/AVC and SVC NAL units.



Probably too early, there may be silicon issues for low cost receivers, etc.

During periods of low motion, such as a “talking head” newscaster, MPEG-2 SD encoders often do not need the full 4 to 6Mbps
of bandwidth usually allocated. They stuff padding into the MPEG stream, or the bandwidth is dynamically allocated to an
adjacent encoder in multichannel systems (DTH satellite).
In first generation DVB-S systems, this unused highly variable bandwidth padding can be opportunistically scavenged, and with
backpressure, can be used very effectively for CDN services (also called Null Packet Optimization, NPO). Although newer
video encoder architectures implement “statistical” multiplexing to reclaim this bandwidth, the NPO technique still provides an
excellent means of scavenging idle bandwidth, such as during the night when a channel might go dark, without need of
scheduling and coordination.
It may be possible to convince certain DTH satellite operators and terrestrial DTV operators to homologate NPO equipment,
and program providers to allow a CDN system to piggy back on powerful high capacity DVB-S satellite and DVB-T terrestrial
signals for free. (Or even to idle their video services at ~3AM to make bandwidth available, perhaps with the incentive of
meeting government “public interest, convenience and necessity” requirements of their operating license.)

Modulation and Encoding Comparison
Back-of-the-envelope satellite CAPEX*:
A big Ku Satellite costs $250M to build and launch
48 transponders of 36MHz (2GHz total)
Life of 15 years, 10 year amortization
75% satellite utilization over life (usage ramp up and asymmetric imbalance)
8%/yr cost of money
So a transponder costs the owner about $110K/mo., and with 1M antennas might support:
~25 Mbps (Viterbi SCPC) unicast per shared transponder (~ $3.6K/Mbps)
~32Mbps (DVB-S RSV) per dedicated transponder (~ $3.4K/Mbps)
~47Mbps (DVB-S2 CCM) multicast per dedicated transponder (~ $2.3K/Mbps)
~85Mbps (DVB-S2 ACM) unicast per dedicated transponder (~ $1.3K/Mbps)
Put another way,
DVB-S full transponder and RS FEC buys about 30% over SCPC with guard bands,
S2's BCH/LDPC FEC buys you another 30% over DVB-S,
and ACM buys you 50% more in closed loop (two-way) systems.
* Cost to satellite operator, does not include OPEX, not market price
Sept 5, 2007
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1 Hz= how many bits?


1 BPSK



2 QPSK



3 8PSK



4 16QAM

And other overhead such as Viterbi:


QPSK 3/4, 7/8



8PSK 2/3, 5/6



16QAM 3/4, 7/8

Then you have to subtract FEC overhead:


Turbo coding



LDPC/BCH (DVB-S2)



Reed-Solomon 188/204
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DVB-S2 ACM Terminals
Return Channel Satellite (DVB-RCS):



−

Standardized two-way system. Multiple vendors, almost interoperable.

−

Price of 2Watt Out Door Unit (ODU) and In Door Unit (IDU) is between $439 and $850.
1.2M antenna (90% of sites typical) and mount is between $160 and $230. Professional
installation is required, and at least $200 (but the overhead and logistics to make it happen
in remote locations is often many times that).

−

Link budgets are typically 1.5dB to 2dB higher than might be necessary

Sat3Play:



−

Excellent example the latest low-cost two-way. Developed by Newtec using a proprietary
mix of DVB-S2 w/ACM, SATMODE and DVB-RCS technology.

−

Bundled with 500mw ODU (iLNB) RF and 75cm antenna, total cost ~319€ ($429). May not
require professional installation.

−

SATMODE technology (~160Kbps) inroute was originally designed for interactive TV and is
not appropriate for heavy or sustained inbound IP traffic

−

Used by SES Astra for its Astra2Connect service

−

NB: SES Astra2Connect service pricing probably assumes (and restricts to) occasional use
by a single individual/home, with a fairly high overbooking ratio. Providing Internet
connectivity for a server and cluster of 30 or more clients per server will almost certainly
require much higher bandwidth.

Sept 5, 2007
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DVB Return Channel Satellite (RCS):
Standardized two-way system. Multiple equipment vendors, almost interoperable.



High speed high performance outroute possible (~80Mbps full transponder with S2 version), but most systems are built today
with partial transponder outroute of a few Mbps, and inroutes of between 256Kbps and 1Mbps. Terminals are capable of
between 4M and 8Mbps inroute if there were an application justifying the space segment to support it.


Price of 2Watt Out Door Unit (ODU) and In Door Unit (IDU) is between $439 and $850. 1.2Meter transmit rated antenna (90%
of sites typical) and mount is between $160 and $230. Installation is at least $200, but the overhead and logistics to make it
happen in remote locations is often many times that.


Most satellite owners/operators require the use of trained installers and professional quality antennas and mounts because of
the 2W transmit power and possibility of interference with adjacent satellites. (frequencies are reused every 2°)


Link budgets are typically 1.5dB to 2dB higher than might be necessary because of need to ensure good pointing and lock
before enabling the RCS transmitter (= $$ of satellite power)


Most systems now take advantage of new S2 closed loop adaptive coding thus enhancing overall system throughput for twoway service by a factor of some 2X to 4X.


Ku band DVB RCS transmit antennas have to be 1.2m in most areas, and frequently 1.8m. Ka satellites, allowing transmit
antennas of less than 1.2m, are planned but will not be launched and available for several years in most areas. New US
Internet services such as WildBlue and Spaceway use recently launched CONUS Ka band satellites, and are exceptions.


Probably requires relatively stable power (meaning UPS/battery)



Sat3Play


Click to add an outline
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Sat3Play
−

Excellent example the latest two-way low cost DVB-S2 products. Developed by Newtec using a proprietary mix of
DVB-S2, SATMODE and DVB-RCS technology.

−

Bundled with 500mw ODU (iLNB) RF and 75cm antenna, total cost ~319€ ($429). May be self installed by a
mechanically skilled, competent individual with some practice (pointing a DVB antenna, even just for receive,
sometimes take patience).

−

Supports saturated DVB-S2 transponder on outroute yielding relatively high speeds ~80Mbps (10Mbps/site).
SATMODE technology (~160Kbps GMSK Aloha & TDMA) inroute was originally designed for interactive TV and is not
appropriate for heavy or sustained IP traffic (such as video or audio, conferencing, server connection, peer-to-peer
networks, or uploading viral videos). It is just barely good enough for IM and HTTP requests.

−

Used by SES Astra for its Astra2Connect service priced at ~20€ (plus activation fee of 100€ and 319€ equipment)
providing 256Kbps service with a contention ratio of ??:1

−

NB: SES Astra2Connect service pricing probably assumes (and restricts to) occasional use by a single individual/home,
with a fairly high overbooking ratio. Providing Internet connectivity for a server and cluster of 30 or more clients per
server will almost certainly require much higher bandwidth use assumptions.

−

Small antennas depend on modern (powerful) satellites & beam (e.g. SES Astra European DTH satellites). May require
larger antennas if used in other regions depending on available satellites, footprints, and features such as ALC.

−

Probably requires stable power (meaning UPS/battery in developing areas).

SLAs, FAPs, and FUPs

(Service Level Agreements, Fair Access Policies, Fair Use Policies)
Given that radio spectrum is a finite resource, and satellites are so expensive, how can you get
“512Kbps” WildBlue sort of service for $50/mo?








Almost all satellite Internet service providers overbook and implement “traffic shaping,” in effect
blocking or throttling bandwidth hungry services during peak times.
Don't confuse dedicated point-to-point “trunk” bandwidth with shared end-user service.
Contention ratios are usually secret, but common belief is that premium or commercial/business
services are as high as 20:1, and consumer services are up to 60:1, which results in very slow
interactive service during peak hours.
Fair Access Policy (FAP) (New speak!) are being enforced for low cost subscriptions:
(Violating results in severe speed-throttling of your connection for up to a week.
One vendor says not to worry, average Internet use is only 11MB/day! :-)
−

WildBlue “value pak” service $49.95/mo: Customer limited to 7,500MB/month

−

SkySat service $49.95/mo.: Five day graceful speed backoff starting at 100MB/day

−

Satplus “Soho 100” servce: Customer limited to 700MB/day

−

Hughes “Home” service $60/mo.: Customer limited to 200MB/day

−

Starband “Nova Pro” service $49.95/mo: Said to be limited to 100MB/day, 730MB/week

−

Even an IPStar provider in AU: $29.95AU per month with 500MB download per/?
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Reality
Assuming an ideal 85Mbps ACM DVB-S2 system operating on a high power satellite, into 1M
antennas, ($1.3K/Mbps) space segment cost per student for minimal two-way satellite service is
at least $2/mo* assuming:



−

1 click per min. for an active user, avg. page size of 100KB, =~ 15kbps

−

10:1 oversubscription, (1 in 10 students is engaged in an activity such as browsing, reading
email, or messaging that requires Internet connectivity, the other 9 are not using the
Internet in any way.)

Non-technical problems in deployment (regulatory, vested interest, government, religious, union,
logistics, etc.) are frequently difficult to solve and do not necessarily yield to good will, logic,
and/or perseverance.



*Does not include installation, maintenance, uplink and backbone charges, or
amortization of equipment. Would not support streaming or podcasting, would need to be
a “walled garden”
Sept 5, 2007
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Unforgiving (mold, moisture, insects, rodents, temperature, damage, theft, war, etc.)



Everybody has their own ideas... resulting in endless meetings



One big reason for the popularity of VSAT systems in CONUS (such as Hughes PES, Gilat, etc.) that you see on many
convenience, discount stores, and gas stations has been that they eliminate the frequent failures and overhead of dealing with
hundreds of separate telephone companies, while also providing a means of multicasting training materials, database updates,
etc.


Satellite RO Multicast to the rescue!


















Where possible, interactive Internet service is always preferable.
Very simple, robust, low-power Receive Only (RO) technology. Less susceptible to failure
because of environmental problems such as unstable power, high temperatures, etc.
Complementary to terrestrial Internet service when/where available.
Mass-produced, very low cost, simple, reliable receivers, easy to swap, replace when stolen,
hold as spare, double up for multiple satellites.
Ubiquitous coverage using existing satellites, can be implemented immediately. Unlimited
number of receivers.
Laws exist in many countries prohibiting restrictions by municipal authorities or housing
communes on placement of RO antennas.
Usually no licences (most countries require licenses for any Tx equipment).
IP multicast Content Delivery Networks (CDN) based on RO satellite leverage the point-tomultipoint strength of satellites, and can meet much of the Internet service requirement.
RO and CDNs can off-load traffic from two-way links

Sept 5, 2007
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RO antenna size laws typically enacted thanks to the DTH TV business lobby.

Can be received by others (with authorization) not formally part of the system using a widely available consumer “free-to-air”
receivers (PCI card, USB box, professional receiver, certain set-top-boxes (IRDs) w/net) for a variety of platforms (Classmate,
Mobilis, EeePC, and ATX based platforms such as Computador Popular).

Space Segment Cost (÷N)

(~50dBW 36MHz Ku transponder, R=3/4, QPSK, w/LDPC FEC, some rain margin, 1M ant)

100000

$ Per Student Per Month

10000
1000

60Mbps full MCPC
10Mbps of MCPC
1Mbps partial
w/backoff

100
10
1
0
0

1

10

100

1000

10000

100000

Students (N)
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DVB-S2 RO Equipment



Visiosat SMC consumer RO
antenna packaged with LNB

Sept 5, 2007
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Technotrend S2 3600
DVB-S2 USB receiver
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More DVB-S2 Receivers




Pinnacle PCTV Sat HDTV Pro USB 452e About $100 in
OEM quantity without MPEG license and consumer
packaging. STB0899 chipset. Uses about 5W of power,
assuming a modern single Universal LNB.
DVB-S2 chipsets in high volume production include
STMicro STB0899, STV0900 (dual dmod), Broadcom
BCM4500, BCM4501 (dual dmod), and Conexant
CX24116.
Examples of DVB-S2 PCI receiver cards using Conexant and ST Micro chip sets.
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Remote CDN Server
(in country)

Redundant DVB-S2 Uplink
w/Local & Remote CDN Servers

Internet

GigE Router
Local HA CDN Server(s)
and B/W scheduler

DVB-S2
IP Encapsulator
& Modulator

Remote tunnel w/TCP back pressure
Local tunnel w/TCP back pressure
Secure VPN authoring upload and scheduling
Sept 5, 2007

TWT HPA
w/Up
Converter
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Redundancy
Waveguide
Switch

~6M Antenna
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Umbrella over other connectivity

Up to 80Mbps of content rains down

Iridum

ATSC

WiMax

Wifi Mesh

Sept 5, 2007

Began

LMDS
DOCSIS

Wifi Cantenna

everywhere via $100 USB receivers

GPON
IPStar

RO

DVB-T

DVB-RCS
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DSL

GPRS

SCPC

T-1/E-1

V.90

Surfbeam

Orbcomm

Data Mule
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IP Multicast CDN Systems




Reliable transport layer protocol w/file level FEC, together with file transfer, scheduler, and
carousel applications is needed, (A basic form of Content Delivery Network).
−

There are many commercial products.

−

Reliable multicast protocols and standards have been an on-going subject of much
academic research and are now coming to fruition. It is time for an open source CDN.

−

Work has also been done in creating servers that collect and transform pages into static
“best of web” content for distribution via CDN.

Return Channel Optional!
−

Using file level FEC CDN can achieve very high delivery success without a return channel

−

A form of Delay Tolerant Networking (DTN)

−

NACK concentrators add to system efficiency and quality without imposing formal return
channel requirements

−

NACKS and/or requests for specific content could be sent in by low cost high delay means,
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On top of DVBs FEC used to improve performance on the radio channel (Reed-Solomon/Viterbi, LDPC/BCH, etc.)



Commercial products include: Kencast, Fantastic (defunct), Skystream (Tandberg) zBand, Stratacache OmniCache (based
on Starburst), International Datacasting Datacast XD, Newtec's Tellitec Tellicast, Digital Fountain File Broadcast (based on
FLUTE), not to mention Akamai sort of services.


Many prototypes such as SAT-RMTP (Aberdeen) and FLUTE/ALC (INRIA Bcast,Tampere MAD, etc.) have been built and
much work has been done and is ongoing in the IETF. Some of the “building block” approach work is described in RFC2887,
RFC3048 and RFC3269 and in “draft-ietf-rmt-bb-fec-basic-schemes-revised-03”, and interesting work on FEC found in
RFC3452. RFC 3926 describes FLUTE for example (see also: draft-ietf-rmt-bb-fec-raptor-object-08 and draft-ietf-rmt-bb-fecrs-03.txt for FEC schemes) FLUTE is now part of the DVB-H and some 3GPP standards.


Work has already been done in creating servers that collect and transform pages into static “best of web” content for
distribution via CDN. Collaboration with a few major news organizations such as NYT, Le Monde, Google, etc. may prove
helpful, and may be able to leverage work done in support of mobile devices such as PDAs and recent cell phones.


Many multicast transport protocols while able to operate in ACK or NACK mode, can also carousel data using file level FEC
such that they achieve very high delivery success without a return channel for ACKs or NACKs.


NACKs that find their way over ad-hoc unreliable or marginal links (Wifi mesh) to NACK concentrators add to system
efficiency and quality without imposing formal requirements mandating such infrastructure.


Low cost high delay means might include, GSM SMS, dial-up modem, ad-hoc Wifi links, Orbcom telemetry, or even a Data
Mule such as Wizzy Digital Courier (USB key via bicycle).


A “Podcast” Model








The ability to contribute or co-create empowers and involves individuals; this is an important
defense against propaganda, and promotes democratic discourse.
A “walled garden” may be necessary.
An “open” CDN might be built to support delivery of authenticated content pre-packaged by the
source in a manner similar to podcasting today.
In lieu of two-way Internet service, use of roving student laptops & Wifi mesh (Data Mules), or
USB keys, along the lines of DakNet, Wizzy Digital Courier, or SaamiNet might be used for
contribution.
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It would be difficult for a not-for-profit educational network to justify carriage of the spam, adult content, and “viral” video that
dominates Internet bandwidth use today.
An “open” CDN:








Content (audio, video, software, cache updates, wikipedia updates, etc.) is developed, normalized/transcoded
(PDF, JPEG, etc.), compressed (MPEG-4, ZIP, etc.) and packaged (XML, etc) by content sources using methods
similar to those for “Podcasting”.
Students subscribe to content of interest from a “program guide” or “card catalog” list, or by making a special
request that certain content be added to a multicast bouquet.
Uplink server gathers the packaged content from the Internet, scans it for spam, viruses, FUP violations, etc. and
passes it to the CDN system where it is carouseled and multicast with file level FEC, etc.
School servers receive packaged content and add it to list of available material that can be downloaded by students
when they or a hungry Data Mule come within Wifi mesh range of the school server.

Pro forma CDN Traffic Budget
(Partial Transponder ~5MHz)

Assumptions
XO Laptops/Students in Country
Students per school

250000
100
MB/Min
Video Resolution (edutainment): MPEG-4, SD, 1Mbps
7.50
Video Resolution (news): MPEG-4, CIF, 512Kbps
3.84
Video Resolution (podcasts) MPEG-4 QCIF, 128Kbps
0.96
Audio Quality : MP3, mono, 64Kbps
0.48
FEC & ov erhead
Turns of carousel
Space Segment $ per MHz /mo.
Bits per Hz
Simulatinous languages “ML”

20%
2.5
5000
1.5
5

Daily Traffic
eBookmobile
1000 hy pertext eBooks of 10MB
1000 eReports of 1MB
1000 plain text eBooks of 100K

MB/Day

News
Local News MPEG-4, 20mn
BBC MPEG-4, 30mn
M6 MPEG-4, 20mn
Arabic News, MPEG-4, 20mn
Asia News, MPEG-4, 20mn
UN News MP3 English 30mn
UN News MP3 Spanish
UN News MP3 French
UN News MP3 Local Language
Local Paper pdf
NYT pdf
LeMonde pdf
Asia Paper pdf
Arabic Paper pdf
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10000
1000
100

77
115
77
77
77
14
14
14
14
10
10
10
10
10

Weather – ML
MPEG-4, 5mn, on the hour

463

Edutainment – ML
Science Show, MPEG-4, 1hr
History Show, MPEG-4, 1hr
EduQuiz Show, MPEG-4, 30mn
Art/Music Show, MPEG-4, 1hr
Book Rev iew Show MPEG-4, 1hr
Story Time, MP3, 30mn.
Chapter a Day , MP3, 1hr

594
594
297
594
536
72
144

Software Distribution & Updates
Sy stem
Applications

10
10

Housekeeping
Activ ation messages
Clean up messages
Retransmissions

0.10
0.10
0.10

Wikipedia updates
2000 ea. 3K articles per day
Rolling Ref resh (once per month all 5GB)

6
167

Best of Web
Selection of popular content (Google Trends?)

1000

Video Podcasts
1000 Indiv idually requested, 15min ea.
100 Best Video Podcasts, 15mins ea.

7200
1440

Audio Podcasts
1000 Indiv idually requested, 30min ea.
100 Best Audio Podcasts, 30min ea.

7200
1440
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Interactive Multilingual Courseware
Biology
Phy sics & Chemistry
Math
Literature
History
Music

200
200
200
200
200
200

Professional & Community Training – ML
Agriculture MPEG-4, 45mn
Journalism MPEG-4, 45mn
Technology MPEG-4, 45mn
Health MPEG-4, 45mn
Teaching MPEG-4, 45mn

281
281
281
281
281

Bandwidth Needed
Total MB/Day
Mbps to deliv er in 24Hrs
Mbps w/FEC ov erhead
Mbps w/carousel
MHz needed

$ Per Student Per Month
Space Segment
Uplink CAPEX 5yr @ .02/mo
3 FTE & 10% Maint OPEX
USB Receivers & Ant 5yr @ .02/mo
TOTAL

34598
3.20
3.84
9.61
6.41

0.1281
0.0160
0.0667
0.0200
0.2308

NB: This is a back-of-the-envelope pro
forma budget, and is included to suggest
the kind of traffic and bandwidth involved.
The actual computation is beyond the
scope of this discussion and will be more
complex, involving MTU size, fragments,
scalable video (SVC), packet loss,
multicast grouping, ACK/NACK gains, etc.
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CDN Can Leverage Any Media


CDN is a form of DTN, so almost any available link can be used:
−

Dedicated satellite

−

Opportunistic coexistence with two-way satellite

−

Opportunistic coexistence on DTH TV satellite

−

Opportunistic coexistence with terrestrial UHF DTV

−

Easy to repeat on to WiFi, WiMax, DTV, LMDS, ...
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In areas where no normal connectivity is possible CDNs can deliver certain essential services and content over very low cost
one-way connections such as multicast satellite, and is easily repeated over DVB-T, ATSC data, LMDS, WiMax and even Wifi.
In areas where some form of interactive Internet service is available, CDNs can off-load traffic from interactive links thus
improving their performance and/or reducing cost.










Dedicated: CDN can use its own dedicated partial or full transponder DVB-S2 space segment. It can be scaled
from a few Mbps to around 80Mbps full transponder without changes to the remote sites.
Coexistence with two-way: CDN can coexist on the same DVB-S2 MCPC carrier(s) that support interactive Internet
service for RCS, SATMODE, or IPoS terminals. Sites equipped with two-way terminals receive directly or use daisychained RO USB receiver (shared antenna).
Coexistence with TV: CDN can coexist on DVB-S or DVB-S2 DTH services on an allocated TDM slice (PID) of
bandwidth, or by opportunistic scavenging of unused bandwidth. These high power signals can be received by DVB
RO USB receivers and relatively small consumer antennas.
Terrestrial: Sites with WiMax, DSL, V.90, etc or with no Internet connection at all receive the same satellite carrier
using low cost DVB RO USB receivers and antennas.
Repeated: CDN content is received from the satellite and repeated on to DTV UHF signal.

Multiple Uplinks, Partial Transponder

~2 to ~10 Mbps DVB-S2

OLPC Uplink
& CDN Server
facility
Frequency
agile or dual
receivers

Internet

In Country
CDN Server

Country A
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CDN Server

Country B
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Full Transponder w/VPN Backhaul
~80Mbps DVB-S2
(No backoff, ALC=on)

OLPC Uplink
& CDN Server
facility
Country B
In Country
CDN Server

In Country
CDN Server

Internet
Country A
VPN Tunnels
w/backpressure
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Opportunistic Scavenging on DTH Service
DTH Broadcaster's
Uplink Facility

~1 to 10 Mbps scavenged from ~40Mbps
DVB-S DTH TV services depending
on time of day and program content

MPEG-2 Video
Encoders
DVB
Mux
Opportunistic
Scavenger

Country B
OLPC CDN
Server

Internet

In Country
CDN Server

In Country
CDN Server

Country A
VPN Tunnels
w/backpressure
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Relay





Since CDN protocols are a form of Delay Tolerant Networking, transmissions can be repeated
over different media such as Wifi, WiMax, DVB-T
There may be unused bandwidth of several Mbps on DTV UHF systems
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Can be repeated without regard to back channels or propagation and routing delay issues.



In metropolitan areas, where DVB-T or ATSC TV services exist, it is possible to relay multicast received from satellite via the
UHF TV signal to low cost USB DVB-T or ATSC receivers (~ $50)


There may be unused bandwidth of several Mbps available for opportunistic scavenging in the 20Mbps MPEG transport
stream because the carrier normally only supports a single MPEG-2 channel (no statmuxing of video as in satellites).


Being done in the US using Kencast software for a new national first responder emergency alert system.



EUMetsat: IP Multicast Satellite CDN Example

•
•
•
•
•
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Nice example of how IP multicast CDN can be repeated over concatenated links
Receivers are user configured PCs using a variety of DVB-S PCI cards
Uses commercial Tellitec Tellicast IP multicast CDN software
Excellent installation handBook TD-15 (prototype of what could be done for OLPC)
See http://www.eumetsat.int/Home/Main/What_We_Do/EUMETCast/index.htm?l=en
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A Low-Power School Server




Two-way satellite Internet terminals use lots of power; an RO receiver does not.
An XO laptop, 2.5in USB disk, and a carefully configured USB satellite RO receiver requires
<10 watts total.



With care, it should be possible to get a USB DVB receiver down to ~4W power consumption.



A server power controller would cost <$40 in volume.





Using a “Sun rating” of of 4.5Hrs (Brazil) and a managed power requirement of 200WHrs/day
suggests one would need a 50W solar panel. (~$200 @ $4/W). It could be augmented with a
wind turbine similar to the 65W Rutland 503 for rainy conditions.
Besides normal power management such as display shutdown and disk drive spin down (2.5 in
drives consume 0.6W idling, and 0.2W standby), the XO could suspend the satellite receiver
when no content is scheduled.

Complete 80Mbps DVB-S2 Receiver
Dual receiver ref design
Expensive DVB-RCS Solar
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DVB RCS BUCs (transmit power amplifier) are specified to require 30W to 60W and the IDU requires another 30W. One
vendor gives a range of 66W to 142W. Newtec says the Sat3Play with its 0.5W BUC (iLNB) requires 30W. These would
require some $1K to $5K of solar panels not to mention special storage batteries, fuel hungry generators, or availability of
public power.
For remote schools where mains power is not available it should be possible to use “green” power technology at an attractive
cost point to receive up to 80Mbps by developing a switching power controller (USB managed) that would optimize charging
and provide DC voltages directly. A version including a single or dual receiver (two satellites/transponders at 80Mbps each) as
part of a power controller could be developed, given that circuit board layout files for silicon tuner and demodulator are
provided by the chip vendors, thus further minimizing power consumption and cost of the satellite receiver(s) (~$40 for rec w/o
Ant & LNB).
XO laptop as a low power server:






A student XO can be substituted in the case of hardware failure
The SD card slot could be used for a SanDisk “Trusted-Flash” AES encrypted SD card to provide an additional
layer of security for storage of certificates, activation lists, content filters (parental/cultural), etc.
CPU capacity may only support 50 or so clients depending on multicast transport FEC processing and the amount
of local streaming being done.

School Server “Light”
(Enabled by low-power satellite receiver)

Up to
80Mbps
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~65W (peak)
Micro turbine
Modified
DVB-S2 USB
Receiver
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Power consumption for a Pinnacle 452e USB DVB-S2 receiver connected to an externally powered LNB has been measured
to be 358ma @12VDC. With an LNB load of about 70ma it jumped to 430ma @12VDC (about 5.2W). A single universal LNB
needs about 1W of power (Sharp's 0.3dB BS1R8EL100A is 80ma@13V). A DVB demodulator such as STB0899 and silicon
tuner STB6100 together need about 1W. A CY68013 microcontroller w/USB interface, and misc parts need about 1W. Much of
the power making up the larger requirement specified for USB DVB receivers may be related series-pass regulators, LNBP22
LNB power supply inefficiencies, and assumptions about use of DiSEqC LNBs and switches (up to 500ma). If necessary,
receiver DC power (<5V) might be supplied directly (avoiding series-pass loss) and the LNBP can be put into “stand-by
passive” mode where it draws 3 ma. max or simply depopulated, with the LNB DC power supplied directly from a more efficient
switching power supply in the server power controller. With care, it should be possible to get a USB DVB receiver down to ~4W
power consumption.
A server power controller would supply 3W for the laptop (screen off), 3W for the external 2.5in disk, and 4W for the satellite
receiver. If built using an MSP430 low power microcontroller (~$1), a TUSB3410 USB interface (~$3), and switching power
components from Linear Technologies or National (4ea. ~$3 w/inductor) should have an efficiency of over 90% and cost <$40
in volume. (not counting design and testing costs). It would also manage charging the 200WHr battery, and provide graceful
shutdown control.
Low cost, long life, batteries to store 200WHrs on a daily basis are a problem. Automotive batteries are not well suited because
they have large numbers of thin plates to supply high currents, but they are widely available world wide. A low power
requirement for server and satellite receiver could keep discharge to a fraction of capacity and make their use practical, while
also providing a certain degree of “emergency” power reserve.
Using a “Sun rating” of of 4.5Hrs (Brazil) and a managed power requirement of 200WHrs/day suggests one would need a 50W
solar panel. (~$200 @ $4/W). A turbine similar to the 65W Rutland 503 used on pleasure boats (said to deliver about 30W)
could complement solar during rainy conditions. (An up-sized version of the Potenco yoyo with injection molded turbine
blades ?)

Related Issues


Video Encoding:

Support for future use of MPEG-4 Scalable Video Coding (SVC) extension to AVC (H.264, Part 10,
etc.) should be evaluated. SVC has several significant advantages over other video encoding
standards including:








“Bit-streams for a reduced spatial and/or temporal resolution are simply obtained by
discarding NAL units (or network packets) from a global SVC bit-stream that are not
required for decoding the target resolution.”
Many different resolutions are available with no additional disk space requirement; not only
the basic SD and HD, but, for example, CIF and QCIF for a wide variety of targets (laptops,
pods, phones, etc.). A design goal of SVC was to support multiple resolutions from 44x38
to 3610 x 1536!
One can downgrade/age resolution on disk by simply deleting the relevant disk blocks
(NAL units), important for slower CPUs such as an XO based school server.

Security:


Satellite signals can be easily monitored. Security is a two edged sword,



Proposals and prototypes of several open inter-operable DRM systems exist today



DRM provides a means of implementing limits demanded by some nations and cultures to
respect differing mores and/or national data privacy laws
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•SVC may be useful to support changing DVB-S2 ACM and/or opportunistic satellite data rates, display devices ranging from
SD TVs, the XO itself, other laptops, desktops and large classroom displays, as well as differing decoding capacity of various
CPUs.
•SVC may help if/when real-time multicast content needs to be forwarded over lower bandwidth links (Wifi), or when precious
school server storage is short (reducing to QCIF).
Security is a two edged sword, it can be used to enforce (sometimes misguided) commercial and government control, but it
also provides individuals, hospitals, parents, researchers, and even programmers an important means to protect and/or
authenticate private information such as grades, health and family info, financial information, personal identity, software
integrity or even just email (from spam). It enables managing the dissemination of copyrighted, advanced, violent, or adult
content. Often called Digital Rights Management (DRM), it has a bad name because 1) abuse by commercial entities vying to
maximize revenue, impose their copyrights, and ignore “fair use” 2) competing DRM vendors and operators imposing onerous
monopolistic systems 3) overly generalized criticism by some well meaning idealists.


Proposals and prototypes of several open inter-operable DRM systems exist today such as Sun's DReaM offering, and
Leonardo Chiarglione's DMP project. A good content security system should have “renewable” architecture and algorithms. It
should support portable “identity” based rights (held in a secure USB EMV SIM card, USB key, “Trusted-Flash” SD memory
card, or central server (when PKI is possible).


DRM provides a means of implementing limits demanded by some nations and cultures to respect differing mores and/or
national data privacy laws.


Some form of simple content security needs to be included in any satellite CDN, probably with software hooks for future
support of an open inter-operable DRM, or whatever general security model/architecture the OLPC community decides on for
the future.


Conclusion






Satellites are practically the only means of providing Internet service to many remote and
developing areas in the immediate future; but satellites can't really provide interactive Internet
bandwidth equivalent to DSL at a reasonable cost. Two-way terminals may be costly to power in
locations without electric service.
Leveraging the fundamental point-to-multipoint strength of satellites can deliver many of the
benefits of two-way Internet service at a fraction of the cost. It is complementary to two-way
services when/where available, is a well developed technology that can be deployed
ubiquitously and immediately, and can be solar powered at a reasonable cost, if necessary.
OLPC should consider orchestrating the rapid development and testing of an open source DVBS2 satellite based CDN service, and should provide and require it as part of all OLPC XO
deployments; OLPC should depend on this as the principal means to deliver software updates,
eBooks, and multimedia clips to OLPC school servers in the field.
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Grand plans tend to go awry, exemplified by the still-born ISO protocol stack in the networking field, or the grand failures of
Iridium and Globalstar in the satellite business. The Internet was built step-by-step, tempering designs in the crucible of reality.
During Apollo NASA often initiated several design and prototype studies and gleaned the best ideas from each.

There will be a heterogeneous mix of Internet services with a wide range of capabilities and speed deployed in the developing
world over the next years. Experience has shown that in time some type of terrestrial Internet service infrastructure appropriate
to a each regions population, terrain, technical resources, wealth, etc. will displace higher cost lower performance satellite
based two-way service(s).

The organization and implementation of the service has excellent precedents in National Research and Education Network
(NREN) organizations world wide. NSF regional networks and FARNet are one example. Methods of funding, by-laws,
technical management, equipment and service acquisition are all well understood.

Newspad
“Floyd sometimes wondered if the Newspad, and the fantastic technology behind
it, was the last word in man's quest for perfect communications. Here he was, far
out in space, speeding away from Earth at thousands of miles an hour, yet in a
few milliseconds he could see the headlines of any newspaper he pleased. (That
very word "newspaper," of course, was an anachronistic hangover into the age of
electronics.) The text was updated automatically on every hour; even if one read
only the English versions, one could spend an entire lifetime doing nothing but
absorbing the ever-changing flow of information from the news satellites.”
From 2001: A Space Odyssey
by Aruthr C. Clark
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Implementation steps:
−

Establish an appropriate organizational structure either as part of OLPC or as an autonomous entity, involve
national stakeholders, funding agencies, developers, and interested satellite operators.

−

Develop draft functional requirements documents for the open source CDN service, including a well developed
and realistic traffic model based on data from the field and simulation.

−

Involve selected individuals from research and industry in a focused debate to quickly validate and refine an
exact CDN design consensus. Include individuals such as Gorry Fairhust & Martin W. Koyabe (UofAberdeen),
Dirk Breynaert (Newtec), Ron Clifton & Gary Carter (IDC), Eric Brewer (Berkeley), Sandy Pentland (MIT), Rusty
Schweickart (Astronaut, x-CEO Aloha Networks) etc.

−

Embark on discussions with satellite operators about obtaining the necessary dedicated or opportunistic
transmission capacity in the required regions. Include SES, Loral, Eutelsat, Intelsat, Insat, Thaicom, etc.

−

Establish a software team to build the IP multicast CDN servers, upload and scheduling web interface, and
“best of web” crawler server, based on and leveraging previous work done in academic and commercial
spheres.

−

Build a test bench (up to IF signals) to test and validate CDN software and simulate traffic load on the satellite
radio channel, using an actual DVB-S2 encapsulator/modulator, RF noise and rain fade simulator, and low cost
USB receivers connected to several OLPC school servers.

−

Deploy the beta and (eventually) production service. Negotiate volume discounts on RO antennas and USB
receivers. Organize and train in-country support.

Contact / Follow up
For the next version of this design study, I am particularly interested in
issues of security (open DRM), the need for low-power consumption,
and the need to support peer-based learning. Skype or email me
anytime with your comments!
New versions at:
http://www.tcjnet.com/xosat.html

Thanks!

Thomas C. Jacobson
T.C. Jacobson & Associates
www.tcjnet.com
thomas@tcjnet.com
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US Cell: +1 858 353 6515
US Tel: +1 715 376 4332
FR Cell: +33 6 10 97 54 77
FR Tel: +33 2 98 80 18 94
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